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Mirror of Fate HD v1.0.684579 [FitGirl Repack]nIt is a very good fitGirl, if you liked my work, please support my patreon: ***** How to install:1. Download the file below (If your antivirus blocking file, pause it or disable it for some time)2. Extract the files (7z is recommended)3. Move the folder to C:\Games4. Run the game5. Enjoy ***UPDATE*** I have added one more version (with
Modded Graphics) ***** Requires Super Nintendo Entertainment System and an English/US Cartridge. Main features:1) SNS-enhanced graphics, improved resolution, texture and model2) Super Nintendo Entertainment System (SNS) code, dual-layer format, can switch to SNS mode with a simple key press3) Sound, spoken phrases, ambient music4) GBA Title, untested, no relation to the official
Nintendo title, hard to find5) All enemies and graphics from Mirror of Fate HD6) Completely compatible with both original Castlevania and Castlevania: Order of Ecclesia7) Runs with a high degree of compatibility, can run in 100%8) No regs! (of any kind)9) LUA and LUA-enhanced, no additional files to download10) Can make a few games on the fly, and save them to a folder on the SD card11)
Can also load a LUA-enhanced save game12) Can start from an SNS-enhanced game13) Can play in dual mode, can use the original SNS save data with the original SNS-enhanced graphics14) Can select which SNS (Luma or White) to use.15) Can also run a Super Game Boy Game Loader game, see the compatibility list below. Note: SD card is recommended, but can also be played on an internal
memory. It is recommended to use a 8GB or higher, because games are quite large, and may not fit on lower capacity cards (ex: 2 GB card). Also note that if you are running a dual-layer game (which is compatible with SNS mode), there will be no way of transferring your save games to your computer, as the game automatically saves the game to the SNS save files, which are now inaccessible. If you
have trouble or need support, please use my support forum: Please join, this would 82157476af
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